RE: Posting of Town Roads by Board of Selectmen
Effective February 18, 2022
DATE: February 18, 2022

Pursuant to 29A M.R.S.A. Section2395 and the provisions of the Maine DOT Rules and Regulations regarding heavy loads on closed ways, the following roads or portions thereof are closed unless solidly frozen to all vehicles or combinations of vehicles with a registered gross weight of 23,000 pounds or greater, except as permitted by law or special permit from the town.

- COLD BROOK RD. to/from Crystal Town Line to US RT 2
- HOSFORD RD. to/from US RT 2 to Givens Saw Mill
- MERRIMAN RD. to/from US RT 2 to end of Rd.
- HIGH ST. to/from US RT 2 to west end of St.
- HARDING ST. to/from US RT 2 to end of St.)
- PLEASANT ST. to/from HARDING ST. to end of St.
- OLD PATTEN RD. to/from RT 159 (CRYSTAL RD.) to east end of OLD PATTEN RD.
- OLD PATTEN RD. to/from RT. 159 (Bishops Market) to Bog Brook Road
- BOG BROOK RD. to/from OLD PATTEN RD. to Crystal Town Line
- NINA SAWYER RD. to/from CRYSTAL RD. to end of Rd.
- LIBRARY ST. to/from US RT 2 to CLEAVES ST.
- DAVID ST. to/from US RT 2 to CLEAVES ST.
- WILLIAM ST. to/from US RT 2 to FAIRFIELD ST.
- CLEAVES ST. to/from OLD PATTEN RD to DAVID ST.
- BURLEIGH ST. to/from SEWALL ST. to DAVID ST.
- FAIRFIELD ST. to/from SEWALL ST. to OLD PATTEN RD; SEWALL ST. to WILLIAM ST.
- CHURCH ST. to/from SEWALL ST to OLD PATTEN RD; SEWALL ST. to playground
- RIVER ST. to/from US RT 2 to end of St.\
- WILLIS LANE to/from US RT 2 to US RT 2
• BROOKS RD. to/from US RT 2 to BOAT LANDING
• BEAVER DAM POINT RD. to/from US RT 2 CREWEM RD
• WALKER SETTLEMENT RD. to/from POND ROAD to end of RD.
• DOW FARM RD. to/from WALKER SETTLEMENT RD. to SOUTH SHORE RD.
• DOW FARM RD. to/from GRANT RD. to WALKER SETTLEMENT RD.
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